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Job Title

Aerospace Logistics Support and Maintenance Engineer

Job Location

SW England Crawley Town. LGM is a leading European company of 1000 consultants in
supportability engineering for Aerospace and transport systems.

Job description

You will perform logistics support analysis on a complex system to guarantee its supportability
and the consistency of the maintenance plans.

The opportunity

At the hub of many connected engineering activities you will apply your skills in the development
and operation of the data, documents and tools enabling the support of the FSTA Voyager
Aircraft within the corporations environment of Air Tanker Leaders and Subcontractors.

The role :

Analyse the product from a maintenance standpoint, and participate to the development of data
used in application of the support strategy of the customer, in its environment, in compliance
with its processes and tools;

-

Conduct analyses to generate reference data for ICA documents, data sheets, manuals (AMM,
CMM,TSM)

-

Participate in compilations required for MBRM and or the Maintenance Planning Documents.

-

Process operational FRACAS data for maintenance optimization

-

Participate in change process

-

Travel to customer locations, and integrate in technical meetings and reviews in UK or abroad
as necessary to support the customer.

Skills

Career in the environment of support and customer service either with aircraft manufacturers or
aircraft operators (airlines) as an engineer of a product and customer service department

-

Human relational and communication skills to share with members of the engineering and
support organisations;

-

Engineer degree standard and knowledge and experience on complex systems;

-

Familiar with aircraft architecture and components;

-

Comfortable with Systems Safety analysis, reliability analysis, inspection techniques;

-

Knowledge in JAR 25 series, and in the MSG-3 process;

-

Established experience in Logistics Support Analysis and with the relevant Defence Standards
(DEF STAN 00-60 &00-40) or ASD (S Series)

Others:

You must be able to obtain a SC clearance to work in UK and a NATO Secret level clearance.

Compensation

We offer superb learning and development opportunities as well as a salary in full accordance
with market practices and the professional environment of our customers.

